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1. BACKGROUND DATA

1.1 Organizer of the contest

1.1.1The Organizer of the contest is the "Elie Wiesel" National Institute for the Study of
the Holocaust in Romania (INSHR-EW). The contact details of the organizer are INSHR-EW,
89 Dacia Blvd.,2od District, Bucharest,020052, Phone.:0040.021.318.09.39, Fax:
0040.021.318.09.39, E-mail: office@inshr-ew.ro, Web: www.inshr-ew.ro. The Organizer of the
contest provides the budget funds for the design services to be contracted with the winner of the
contest.

1.1'2 The Secretariat of the contest is provided by the "Elie Wiesel" National Institute
for the Study of the Holocaust in Romania. The contact details of the organizer are INSHR-EW,
89 Dacia Blvd., 2'd District, Bucharest, 020052, phone.: 0040.021.318.09.39, Fax:
0040.021.318.09.39, E-mail: concurs@inshr-ew.ro, Web: www.inshr-ew.ro, Intemet page of
the contest .inshr-ew non-202

1.2 Purpose of the contest

1.2.1 The design contest aims at selecting the best solution for developing anew spatial
and design concept of the National Museum of Jewish History and of the Holocaust in Romania,
in order to award the design contract.

1.2.2 T\e design contest is organized as an independent procedure, under art. 105 let.
a) of Law no. 9812016 for public procurement. Subsequently, the design service contract will be
awarded to the winner of the contest, following a negotiation. The object of the negotiation will
consist ofpossible changes ofdisplay in the permanent exhibition er and the period ofthe design
contract.

,

1.3 Type of contest

1.3.1 The design contest is public, intemational, has a single phase, having been
approved and endorsed by the General Secretariat of the Government and by the "Elie Wiesel"
National Institute for the Study of the Holocaust in Romania.

The design contest is regulated by art. 3 para. (l) letter ) of Law no. 98/2016 on public
procurement as "the procedure allowing the contracting authority, mainly in the Jield of lanil
and urban planning, architecture and engineeing or data processing, to acquire a plan or a
design selected by ajury on a competitive basis, with or without granting awards".

1.3.2 The design contest is organized in compliance with the national legislation on
public procurement (Law no. 98/2016 on public procurement and Govemment Decision no.

395/2016 approving the Methodological Norms for applying the provisions on awarding the
public procurement contract / framework agreement of Law no. 98/2016 on public procurement).

1.3.3 Anonymity will be lifted for all the projects to be admitted for judging after all the
members of the jury have signed the Report of the jury (according to art. 109 par. (3) of Law no.

9812016 on public procurement).



1.3.4 The decision of the jury is binding upon the Organizer, regarding the compliance
with the selection ofprojects submitted in the contest, i.e. the solution considered as "winner".

1.4 Language of the contest

1.4.1 The documentation of the contest is written in Romanian and English. The
reference language of the documentation and the report of the jury is to be written in English.
The written record of the jury will be written in English, to be signed by all judges. After it has

been signed, the Organizer will employ a sworn translator to make a translation of it, into
Romanian, and keep it in the archives.

1.4.2 A1l parts of the contest (sheets, memorandum, estimated costs) will be written in
English.

1.4.3 All documents required and placed in the sealed envelope will be: in English for
foreign contestants and in Romanian for Romanian contestants.

1.4.4 A1l documents needed to start negotiations with the winner will be presented by
the winner in original or certified copies, accompanied by their translation into Romanian. It is
mandatory that these materials be translated by sworn translators at the date when the negotiation
begins.

1.5 Jury of the contest

1.5.f The jury consists of:
Full members:

1. Antonel Tinase, the General Secretariat ofthe Romanian Government
2. Sergiu Nistor, "Ion Mincu" Univercity of Architecture and Urbanism
3. Cristina Verona Tobi, The National Museum of Art of Romania

4. Constantin Gorcea, Graphic Design Architecture, Suceava

5. Mihaela Criticos, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urbanism

6. Paul Shapiro, United States Holocaust Memorial Museum

7. Ileana Murgescu Tureanu, The Union of Romanian Architects
8. Virgil Nifulescu, The National Museum of the Romanian Peasant

9. Ciprian Anghel $tefan, Astra Museum Complex, Sibiu
10. Aurel Vainer, the Federation of Jewish Communities of Romania

11. Florin Manole, Roma Cultural Center "O Del Amenca";
12. Elisabeth Ungureanu, "Elie Wiesel" National Institute for the Study of the

Holocaust in Romania

13. Radu Ioanid, The Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Substitute members:

1 . Adrian Crdciunescu, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urbanism
2. Lorin Niculae, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urbanism
J. Alexander Awaham, Yad Vashem
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1.5.2 The deliberations of the jury will take place in Bucharest, in a venue provided by
the "Elie Wiesel" National Institute for the Study of the Holocaust in Romania.

1.5.3 All jury members will attend all judging sessions.

I .5.4 If the restrictions generated by measures to prevent the spread of COVID - I 9 do
not make it possible for the members of the jury to meet under the conditions set out in point
1.5.2, the members of the jury will meet in an online judging session. The judging sessions take

place by using an online platform that enables the video presentation of the projects, as well as

the audio and video recording of the presentation and debates of the jury. The audio-video
sessions will be organized in optimal conditions by the secretariat of the jury.

1.5.5 Substitute members will participate in all jury deliberations, without having the

right to vote, unless they are called to replace a full member of the jury.

If a full member of the jury is missing the first judging session, a substitute member will
replace the missing member and will have the right to vote thoughout the judging period. If, for
any rettson, a jury member is missing for a short time, he or she will be replaced by a substitute
member of the jury, and any decision made during that time is irreversible. If a jury member is

absent for an extended period or leaves before the completion of the judging procedure, his or
her right to vote will be transferred to a substitute member. After the former full member has

been replaced, the position of full member of the jury is taken by the substitute member, who
will have the prerogatives of a full member, until the completion of the contest.

1.5.6 The jury reigns supreme. Its decision cannot be appealed by the Organizer and is

binding upon. Each jury member has one vote. The jury's decisions will be taken by a majority
vote. In case of a tie vote, it will be taken into consideration the score obtained during the

evaluation, in a descending order.

1.5.7 The chairperson of the jury is appointed by the Organizer

1.5.8 If the judging session takes place online, in accordance with point 1.5.4, the
judging repo( signed by the present members will be communicated to each member of the jury
in the form drafted by the secretariat of the jury, by a fast means of remote communication. The

secretariat of the jury will ensure that the minutes ofjudging are signed by all members of the
jury.

1.5.9 The jury ofthe contest has the following duties and responsibilities:

to examine and decide upon the report submitted by the Technical Commission;

to jointly establish the working methodology;

to judge all submitted projects, based on the criteria applied to determine the winning
project, as indicated in the contest theme and participation announcement;

to establish the final hierarchy and the only winner ofthe contest;

to prepare and submit to the Organizer the written record on the judging procedure, on

the deliberations ofthejury and on the results ofthe contest, explaining the choices they

made and including their recommendations to the Organizer. The written record of
judging is a document written in English and signed by all the members of the jury. The
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written record ofjudging will be translated and made public in the two official languages

ofthe contest, and will be sent to all the participants.

1.5.10 Thejudging sessions can be attended, without the right to vote, by the professional

councilor of the contest, designated by the Organizer, by the chairpenon of the Technical

Commission and by the expert consultants of the jury,

1.5.11 The secretariat of the jury is performed by a person appointed by the Organizer

and by one or more co-opted experts.

1.6 Secretariat of the contest

1.6.1 Communication between contestants and the Secretariat ofthe contest is performed

via e-mail at concurs@inshr-ew.ro .

1.6.2 The secretariat of the contest consists of:

- The reception secretariat,

- The secretariat of the jury.

1.6.3 The reception secretariat has the following tasks:

- to ensure the registration of contestants,

- to receive, register and manage the projects that participate in the contest,

- to insert the envelopes with the guarantee of participation in a sealed envelope; this

envelope will be handed over to the Technical Commission,

1.6.4 The seffetariat of the jury has responsibilities pertaining to assisting the jury in
writing the Judging Report and to providing all materials requested by the members of the jury.

1.7 TechnicalCommission

1.7.1. The Technical Commission consists ofat least three people (one of whom is the

chairperson of the Technical Commission). The members of the technical commission cannot be

part of the Reception Secretariat, ofthe Jury Secretariat or of the Jury proper.

1.7 .2. T\e number of members of the Technical Commission may be supplemented by

two members if the number ofreceived projects exceeds 100. The chairperson of the Technical

Commission will participate in the works of the Jury without having the right to vote.

1.7.2. T\e technical commission verifies the way in which the formai requirements for

presenting the projects and the conditions of participation in the competition, provided in the

tender book, are fulfilled.
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1.8 Evaluation Commission

1.8.1. The Evaluation Commission verifies the content of the sealed envelopes, verifies
the fulfillment of the DUAE requirements and fulfills any other task given to it as a prerogative,

under Law no. 9812016 and which is not expressly provided for as the task of other persons, by
this Regulation.

2. CONTEST PARTICIPATION

2.1 The position of contestant

2.1.1 Contestants may be individual offices of architecture, joint ventures established
by individual offices of architecture, civil companies of architecture or other legal means to
exercise the profession of architect, according to the national law of their country of origin or
legal persons (design companies) based in Romania or in other countries, either individually or
in joint ventures. In the case ofjoint ventures, the designated leader will sign the project in the

contest.

2.1.2 According to art.ll, paragraph (1) of Law 184/2001 on the organization and

exercise ofthe profession of architect, contestants which are legal persons are required to have

a partner, employee or collaborator (who is not employed or associate), on the basis of a

commitments ofavailability and participation, who is an architect having rights of signature and

is a member of the Order of Architects of Romania or of a similar organization in his / her

country, legally exercising the profession of architect, under the national law of their country of
origin. According to art. l2 of Law 184/2001 on the organization and exercise of the profession

of architect, contestants must have the capability, individually or in a joint venture, to sign a

contract of design services in Romania. This capability will have to be proven to the Organizer

in case they win the contest.

2.1.3 The capability to perform a certain professional service, which is also among the

qualirying conditions:

. contestants must prove that, in 2019, they had a turnover ofat least 4.030.145 lei (832.365

Euro).

o contestants must prove that they have designed at least a permanent exhibition or a
museum.

2.1.4 The building which is the subject of this design contest is located in Bucharest,

218 Calea Victoriei, District L

2.1.6 The following persons are not entitled to participate in the contest:

- jurors and substitute members;

- the professional consultant ofthe contest;
7
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- members of the technical commission;

- members ofthe contest secretariat;

- members of the team that developed the theme and regulations, including specialized
consultants;

- the organizer and relatives thereof, up to the second degree;
- relatives, up to the third degree, of those mentioned above, as well as the persons

belonging to any organization that the ones mentioned above are associated to, as persons in
leadership positions, officials and advisers.

- other persons about whom there are reasonable indications or specific pieces of
information that, directly or indirectly, they may have a personal, financial, economic or other
interest, or he or she is in a situation likely to compromise his or her independence and

impartiality during the evaluation process, as well as those who are deemed as being in a conflict
ofinterest, under Law no. 9812016.

2.2 Participation documents filed by contestants

2.2.1 Guarantee of participation in the public procurement procedure

(l) Each participant will attach a transparent envelope, to the package ofthe sheets / tube,

that contains an original document attesting to the deposit of a bank guarantee amounting to
7.250 lei (1 .497 Euro) in one of the following ways:

- bank transfer to the "Elie Wiesel" National Instihrte for the Study of the Holocaust in
Romania (INSHR-EW).

InRON:
Beneficiary: INSHR Elie Wiesel

Fiscal code: 18098352

Bank account for the transfer of the guarantee (RON): RO91TRE27025005XXX019160 -

TREZORERIA SECTOR 2

In Euro:

Beneficiary: INSHR Elie Wiesel

Fiscal code: 18098352

Bank account for the transfer ofthe guarantee (EUR) IBAN: RO84RZBR0000 0600 2081 4790
_SWIFTRZBRROBU,

confirmed by the bank until the date and time of opening the bids, in accordance with the timeline

of the contest.

- a bank guarantee instrument issued, under the law, by a bank or an insurance company

and presented in the original copy, amounting to 7.250 lei (1 .497 Euro), as follows:
. letter of banking guarantee for the guaranteed amount or
. insurance policy for the guaranteed amount.

(2) The guarantee instrument issued by a bank / insurance company from abroad will be

presented in original and shall be accompanied by a legalized and certified translation into

English.

(3) Whatever the circumstances, the proof of making the deposit of the participation

guarantee must be submitted no later than the date stated in the timeline of the contest for
submitting the bids.
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(4) The validity ofparticipation guarantee is of 120 days from the deadline of filing bids,
under the timeline ofthe contest.

(5) The contracting authority must keep the participation guarantee, and the contestant
will lose the respective amount if he / she is in one of the situations specified in Art. 37 of the
Methodological Norms adopted by Govemment Decision no. 39512016, for the implementation
ofthe provisions on awarding public procurement contracts / framework agreements, under Law
no. 98/2016 on public procurement, as follows:

a) he / she withdraws his / her bid during the period ofvalidity thereof;
b) in case his / her bid wins the contest, they will not provide the deposit for

guaranteeing the proper performance, within the validity period ofthe bid and, in
any case, not later than 5 working days after signing the public procurement

contract, under art. 39 paragraph (3) of the Methodological Norms adopted by
Govemment Decision rc. 39512016, for implementing the provisions on
awarding public procurement contracts / framework agreements, under Law.
9812016 on public procurement.

c) After his / her bid wins the contest, he or she refuses to sign the public
procurement contract / framework agreement within the validity period of the bid.

(6) If the participation guarantee was sent by bank transfer to INSRH-EW, the refund of
the participation guarantee will be made on the basis of a request submitted to INSHR-EW by
the contestant (Guarantee Refund Form).

(7) The contestant will bear all fees and bank charges entailed by the refund of the

participation guarantee.

(8) Bids not accompanied by the participation guarantee in the amount, form and not
having the validity period required by the bid documentation will be rejected as unacceptable.

2.2.2 P articipation forms

The contestant must submit the following signed documents in a white, opaque, size A4
envelope, sealed (closed), which will bear one's chosen alphanumeric identification symbol and

will be filed together with the sheets, as well as introduced in the package / tube:

1. Application Form - Form no. l;
2. DUAE;

3. Joint-venture Agreement Form - Form no. 2;

4. Subcontracting agreement - Form no.3;

5. Financial bid - Form no.4;

6. Commitment of availability and participation - Form no. 5 - accompanied by
supporting documents that he or she, according to art. 11, paragraph (l) of Law
18412001, is certified for the provision ofdesign services on the territory of Romania;

7. Declaration of Conflicting Interests regarding the inapplicability of provisions of art.

60 oflaw 98/2016 - Form no.6;

8. Contract form - Form no. 7;
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2.2.3 Anonymized cost list for the design services (also including the estimation ofthe
design period and delivery ofthe work plans).

2.2.4 Anonymized estimated cost list of the works.

2.3 Conditions for the admission of projects to bejudged

2.3.1 In order to be admitted for judging, projects must comply with:

- the theme and regulation of the contest;

- the deadline for submission (under the terms of Art. 137 of the Government Decision

no. 39512016, exceeding the deadline set in the timeline of the procedure the date and time of
project submission, or the submission to a different address, automatically entail one's

disqualification) and the presentation requirements;

- anonymity

- the validity ofthe submitted offers is of 120 days from the deadline of filing bids, under

the timeline of the contest.

2.3.2 The situations of lack of compliance of the projects, noted by the Secretariat

before judging, that automatically entail the rejection of a project, under the Government

Decision no. 39512016, are:

- exceeding the deadline set in the timetable of- the date and time ofdirect delivery to

the secretariat or delivery of the project by courier or submission to a different address than the

one that was mentioned in the contest announcement and in the regulation, noted by the

secretariat upon receipt ofthe project;

- the lack ofa valid document regarding the participation guarantee in the amount, form

and period of validity requested under the current contest regulation, noticed by the secretariat

upon receipt pf the project;

- separate delivery or sticking the sealed envelope outside the package / tube.

2.3.3 The reception secretariat will prepare a written record that will mention the way

in which the conditions stipulated in art.2.3.2. have been fulfilled. The projects that do not meet

these conditions will be rejected without being opened, under An. 64, paragraph (7) of
Govemment Decision no. 39512016.

2.3.4 Situations of lack of compliance found by the Technical Commission before

judgrng, that entail the elimination of the project from judging, by the Jury, are:

- the lack of a sealed envelope in the package / tube, as specified in the current contest

regulations, found by the commission upon verirying the projects in terms of content;

- no identification symbol inscribed on the sheets and on the sealed envelope, or if it was

not covered with black paper on the sheets;

- the lack of the anonymized estimated costs of design services for each stage (the

estimation ofthe design period and deadline for submitting the work plans).

- the lack of the anonymized estimated cost list for the investment or exceeding the

maximum investment threshold provided for in this Regulation;
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- violation ofthe provision on anonymity, under art. 3.7

2.3.5 The Technical Commission wiil prepare a report which will record the fulfillment
of the formal requirements for submitting the projects and the conditions to participate in the

contest, which they must present to thejury at the beginning ofthe judging works.

3. TIMELINE OF THE CONTEST

3.1. Launch ofthe contest

The launch date is the publication date of the announcement of participation in the

contest, in the Electronic System ofPublic Procurement, the Solution Contests section.

The organizer will manage the design and operation of an Intemet page of the contest at

www.inshr-ew.rolmuseumcompetition-2020/. The contest page will include the general

presentation of the contest in Romanian and English, the contest documentation, answers to the

requests for clarifications, the judging results, other relevant zrnnouncements and the answer to

appeals.

3.2 Entering the contest

3.2.1 Launch ofthe contest: the publication date ofthe armouncement ofparticipation in

the contest, in the Electronic System ofPublic Procurement. The registration in the contest will
be made under the schedule given in the timeline of the contest.

3.2.2 Participants have the following means to register

concurs@inshr-ew.ro .

www.eJicitatie.ro and/or

3.2.3 Registration entitles the contestant to receive answers to their questions, as well as

the announcements regarding the contest.

3.2.4 Registration is not conditioning one's participation in the contest.

3.3 Documentation provided to contestants

3.3.1 The contest documentation is provided exclusively in electronic format and can

be downloaded from www.eJicitatie.ro and from the website of the contest at www.inshr-

ew.ro/museumcompetition-2020/.

33.2 The contest documentation includes:

1 . The contest theme (Tender Book)

2. The contest regulation

3. The technical documentation prepared by the SACO CONSTRUCT SRL Company (1.

Tehnical expertise-synthetic report, 2.Tehnical expertise - strength structuie, 3.Tehnical

expertise-photogaphs, 4. Tehnical expertise-geotechnical study, 5' Technical expertise

architecture)

4. The narrative (storyline) of the permanent exhibition
1l



5. Support plans ofthe building (dwg and pdf files)

6. Forms

3.3.3 It is forbidden to use the graphical documentation described above outside the scope

of this contest.

3.4 Right of contestants to ask for clarifications

3.4.1 Requests for answers to clarifications or questions are to be submitted in a single

round. The deadline for receipt ofrequests for clarification or questions, as well as the deadline

for sending the answers, are set in the timeline of the contest.

3.4.2 Any interested contestant shall be entitled to request clarifications regarding the

contest, in writing. Requests or questions will be sent only in writing, by accessing the platform

www.e-licitatie.ro, in the section ,,Questions" of the contest announcement, click on ,"A.dd a

question", and/or by e-mail, to the contest's dedicated address: concurs@inshr-ew.ro. The

questions and answers will be published on www.e-licitatie.ro and on the web page dedicated to

the contest - wr w.inshr-ew.rolmuseumcompetition-20201. T\e contestant is required to comply

with the deadlines set out in the timeline of the contest and to make sure that the requests for
clarifications or questions have been received by the Technical Commission.

3.4.3 Questions asked during the site visil will be written down and will become part of
the Questions and Answers document.

3.4.4 The Organizer of the contest will make sure to post answers to the requests for
clarifications or questions, accompanied by the respective questions, in a clear, complete and

unambiguous way, in compliance with the deadlines set in the timeline of the contest and making

the proper measures so as not to reveal the identity ofthose seeking the respective clarifications.

3.4.5 Answers to requests for clarifications or questions may provide more details, may

complete or modi$ certain provisions of the contest documentation and may become part of the

contest documentation.

3.5. Site visit

3.5.1 The Organizer of the contest is must carry out the site visit at the date specified

in the timeline of the contest. The costs and travel arrangements to the site are to be paid by the

participants.

3.5.2 Participants will be able to ask questions during the visit to the property iocated

at 218 Calea Victoriei, District 1, Bucharest questions, as well as the answers given by the

Organizer, will be written down and will become part of the Questions & Answers document'

The document will be posted on www.eJ tatie.ro and on the website dedicated to the contest -

www.inshr-ew.rolm umcomoetition-2020/.

3.5.3 The participants interested in visiting the site will register by accessing the

platform www.e-licitatie.ro and/or by sending an e-mail at concurs@inshr-ew.ro, to the

secretariat ofthe contest, until the deadline announced in the timeline. The subject of the e-mail

to be sent for this purpose will be "Visit to the museum site."
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3.6. Content of the projects

3.6.1 A contestant may submit one project in the contest, wrder the provisions of this
Regulation.

3.6.2 Each project will include the following, in a single package / tube:

a - 7 rolled sheets in the package / tube, numbered I-VII;
b- 4 sheets with 3D images, rolled in the package / tube, numbered VIII-XI;
c- an anonymized list of estimated costs of the works, in English, on white, size A4 paper

showing separately the estimated costs for the setup ofthe permanent exhibition and of related

spaces, as well as the estimated costs for C + M)

d. anonymized estimated costs of design services and anonymized estimation of the

design period for each stage.

Each project will include an anonymized list ofcosts for design services, for each stage

(D.A.L.I., the documentation for the town planning certificate, DTAC, DTOE, P.Th. DE,

technical assistance during the implementation of works for the development of MNIHER),
estimation of the period of design and delivery of implementation plans and an estimated

anonymized cost list of the investment The estimated cost list will have the sumsexpressed in
lei. The design deadline and possible changes in the display of the permanent exhibition will be

the basis ofnegotiation for signing the contract ofdesign services with the winner ofthe contest.

The list of total estimated costs of the investment (C + M and setup of the permanent

exhibition plus miscellaneous and unexpected costs) must not exceed the estimated maximum

threshold-respectively the maximum threshold of 154.488.886 lei excluding VAT. Contestants

with estimated cost lists for the investment that exceed the maximum threshold will be

disqualified by the jury, based on the proposals ofthe Technical Commission.

e. - an anonymized memorandum of no more than four pages, written in English, A4 in
size, Times New Roman font, body of 12, distance between lines of 1.5;

f. - a sealed (closed) envelope of white, opaque, size A,4 paper, which will include:

- the participation forms under arl. 2.2.2;

- a memory stick / USB memory card, comprising:

. thumbnail images of the sheets

- jpg format,72 dpi resolution for online publication

- jpg format, 150 dpi resolution for the catalog of the contest

. a memo, the presentation text ofthe proposed design in a doc. format

3.6.3 The projects will be presented in l1 (eleven) sheets, size A0, of white paper, with
vertical pagination (portrait), unadorned, without glued papers, and will include the following

elements:
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Sheet I:
. Plan ofthe basement (1: 150), size A1
. Plan ofthe ground floor (l:150), size A1

Sheet II:
. Plan ofthe l't floor (1:150), size A1
. Plan ofthe 2"d floor (l:150), size Al
Sheet III
. 3d Floor plan (1: 150), size A1
. 4fr Floor plan (1: 150), size A1

Sheet IV
5s Floor plan (l: 150), size Al
6s Floor plan (l : 150), size Al

Sheet V
76 Floor plan (1: 150), sizeAl
8e Floor plan (1: 150), size A1

Sheet YI
. Attic plan (l : 150), size A1

Sheet VII
o Cross section (1:150), size A1

o Longitudinal section (1 : 150), size Al

Sheets I to VII shall refer to the functions ofthe museum, the update and renovation strategy, as

well as to display principles.

Sheets VIII-XI
o Four 3D images, size A2. Each sheet will represent the permanent exhibition; a

suggestive image for each section of the storyline, numbered 1 to 14, arranged in order

of themes. The last sheet will have only two images, placed on top of the sheet. Sheets

must be edifoing as for the generic display scenario.

Drawings may also contain other elements, depending on what the contestants may

consider important in order to convey the proposed desigt.

It is mandatory to submit a memo, a presentation text of the design, the equivalent of no

more tian four A4 pages, Times New Roman, size 12 font, I .5 spacing, in English language.

3.6.4 Sheets will be numbered in the lower right comer - size "no. page / total pages"

(e.g. l/l 1, 2111, 3111,....10/1 1, I 1/1 l).

3.6.5 Sheet no. I will include the title "MNIEHR' DESIGN COMPETITION, on top.

3.6.6 The sheets of the project will be rolled and placed in a package or tube. Folded

sheets are not admitted.
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3.7 Anonymity of the projects

3.7.1 For anonymity puposes, each project will have an alphanumeric identification
symbol, chosen by the contestant.

3.7.2 T\e identification symbol will be written on the front of each sheet, in the upper
right comer, in a rectangle covered with black paper, size 5x3 cm, glued only on the edges, it
will consist of two letters followed by four numbers, chosen by the contestant, and will be

mentioned in the registration form.

3.7.3 (1) The identification symbol will be written and not covered by black paper, on a

white, perfectly opaque, size A4 anonymized envelope, which will contain:

a. the participation forms provide d for at point 2.2.2

b. the memory stick with the data and the electronic version of the project, upon which
the identification symbol will be noted.

(2) The envelope will be placed directly inside the package / tube that contains the

drawings.

3.7.4 Tlle Technical Commission will ensure anonymity by assigning a random number

of two or three figures to each project, which will be used throughout the judging process

(competition number).

3.7.5 The competition number will be written on the package / tube and on all items it
includes: sheets; closed envelope; on the anonymized estimated cost list of the works, on the

anonymized estimated costs list ofthe design services and on the estimation ofthe design period

for each phase.

3.7.6 The Technical Commission will erase the tracking number from the package / tube

given by the reception secretariat and will draft a correspondence table that will include the

registration number, the competition number and the alpha-numerical symbol. This table will be

inserted in a sealed box, together with:

- an envelope with a synoptic table ofthe proofs ofparticipation guarantees,

- closed envelopes of the checked projects.

3.7.8 One will avoid highly customized graphical presentations, such as company logos,

which will endanger one's anonymity.

3.7.9 Anonymity will be lifted only after the members of the jury have signed the report,

by opening the closed envelopes.

3.7.10 The identification data of the projects' authors will be made public at the same
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3.7.7 Under the penalty of removal from the judging procedure, the sheets will not

include any indication of the identity of the contestant.



time as the announcements about the results ofjudging

3.8 Submission of projects

3.8.1 Contestants are advised to choose a package / tube that will keep the integrity ofthe
rolled sheets and of the USB stick. The writing on the package / tube will be: PENTRU

CONCURS ,,MNIEHR'' / FOR THE "MNIEHR" CONTEST.

3.8.2 (1) The projects will be submitted dtectly or sent by courier at the headquarters of
the reception secretariat, at the following address: Institutul National pentru Studierea

Holocaustului din RomAnia ,,Elie Wiesel" (INSHR-EW) Bd. Dacia nr. 89, sector 2, Bucureqti,

cod poqtal 020052.

(2) The date and hour up to which contestants may submit projects at the

headquarters of the contest secretariat, or may send by courier, axe set in the timeline of the

contest.

3.8.3 For projects delivered directly to the secretariat, contestants will receive a
registration number, mentioned in the table ofreceipt.

3.8.4 Projects can be delivered by courier. Contestants will send the projects by courier

only with signature ofreceipt. For the projects sent by courier, contestants must make sure that

the date and time of dispatch is stated on the packing / tube and will reach the secretariat ofthe
contest until the date and time set in timeline of the contest for submitting bids - under the

timeline ofthe contest. Projects sent by courier will also get a registration number, written down

in the receipt table. Packages that reach the headquarters after the time set in the timeline will be

rejected and the authors will be notified within one business day.

The reception secretariat assumes no responsibility to confirm the receipt of the project,

to the sender.

3.8.5 After a project has been submiued, no additions or replacements of sheets, of
envelopes or ofUSB sticks are allowed.

3.8.6 Ifa contestant requests to withdraw a submitted project, this is only allowed up to

the date and time specified in the contest timetable for submissions, and a written record for
project with&awal will be concluded.

3.9 ReceMng and checking the proiects

3.9.1 The reception secretariat will remove from the package / tube, after registration,

any reference about the identity of the sender. Under no circumstances will the Receiving

Secretariat open the packages.

3.9.2 At the date and time set in timeline of the contest, the reception secretariat will
deliver, to the Technical Commission, all projects that comply with the provisions of paragraph

2.3.2 ofthis regulation, and will sign a written record.

3.9.3 The content ofthe received and registered projects will be checked by the Technical

Commission. The chairperson of the Technical Commission will participate in the works of the
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jury, without voting rights. The Technical Commission will check the projects and submit their
findings and observations to the jwy, so as to facilitate the decision making process.

3.9.4 At the date and time specified in the timeline of the contest, the technical

commission will open the packaging / tubes that contain the projects and will assign a random

number of two or three figures (competition number), which will be written on the packaging /
tube and on the elements ofthe project.

3.9.5 The technical commission will check the compliance with the formal conditions of
submission, in accordance with the theme of the contest, the Regulation and the anonymity
requirement. The technical commission will verifu whether each project includes all the parts

required by the Regulation or theme, as well as the way in which they are presented.

3.9.6 Projects that do not comply with the anonymity requirement will be proposed for
removal from the contest, and the jury will decide on the matter.

3.9.7 The sealed envelopes ofthe checked projects will be inserted in a sealed container

the chairperson of the Technical Commission, to be kept in a place which is inaccessible to the

public, at the headquarters ofthe Organizer.

3.9.8 The sealed envelopes provided for in point 3.7.3. may be unsealed and declassified

for the purposes of the checks mentioned in point 3.1 I .6. only after signing the report of the jury

and after ending the anonymity.

On a scale from I to 100, it rates the rationale, as well as the functional and spatial expressiveness

and elegance of the solution (comprising both the public and staff areas).

The score is established by taking into account the following sub-criteria:

The interest, originality and rationale of the concept of contemporary insertion

in a old building , The jury will award the score according to the fulfillment of
this sub-criterion, as follows: in full (40 points) / partially (20 points) / to a

lesser extent (10 points) / not at all (0 points).

between

0-40

t'l

3.10 Criteria used for determining the winning project
3.10.1. The jury determines the ranking of the projects based on the following criteria:

The maximum total score granted for the 4 award criteria (A. B. C. D) is 100 points and is

calculated based on the formula:

(Ax20 / 100) + Gx40 / 100) + (Cx10 / 100) + (Dx30 / 100) : 100 points for A = 100. B = 100.

C=100.D=100

A. FUNCTIONAL-SPATIAL CRITERION: 20%

Score



Achieving a proper space balance between the different functions that are

suitable to a museum (exhibition, preservation, research, education,

interactivity, etc.) and the functions expected from a contemporary museum);

The jury will award the score according to the fulfillment of this sub-criterion,
asfollows: infull (20 points) / partially (10 points) / to a small extent (5 points)

/ not at all (0 points).

between

0 -20

Proper location of the extra-museum units (library, shop, caf6, etc.) and their
good link to the street, so as to attract visitors; their use must be isolated fiom
that of the museum;

Thejury will award the score according to the fumilment of this sub-criterion,
asfollows: infull (20 points) / partially (10 points) / to a small extent (5 points)

/ not at all (0 poin*).

between

0 -20

Solving accessibility issues, including for people with disabilities ofall kinds.

The jury will award the score according to the fulfillment of this sub-criterion,
as follows: infull (20 points) / partially (10 points) / to a lesser extent (5 points)

/ not at all (0 points).

between

0 -20

Each ofthe 4 sub-criteria ofthe Functional-Spatial Criterion (A) will be assessed by the members

ofthejury by awarding points, according to the previous table.

The Functional-Spatial Criterion calculation algorithm (A):

A x 20/ 100, where A = the sum ofthe scores awarded by the members ofthe jury to each

of the 4 sub-criteria.

B. THE MUSEOGRAPHIC CRITERION: 407.
On a scale from I to 100, it rates the attractiveness to the public, as well as the scientific

and educational significance of the museum solution, in general and in detail.

The score is established by taking into account the following sub-criteria:

Score

The clarity and attractiveness of placing the nanative (storyline) in the

museographic discourse, so as to address all categories of visitors (from the

unknowing to specialists) and its adequacy to the variety of exhibition themes

and types of display;
The jury will award the score according to the fulfillment of this sub-criterion, as

follows: in full (40 points) / partially (20 points) / to a small extent (10 points) /
not at all (0 points).

between

0-40

The modernity of the display;
The jury will award the score according to the fulfillment of this sub-criterion, as

follows: infull (40 points) / partially (20 points) / to a small extent (10 points) /
not at all (0 points).

between

0-40
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The ability to showcase / customize (by means of display, natural or artificial
light, staging, etc.) the major items of the MNIEHR portfolio, and tailoring the

detailed architectural solution to the topics and items, as indicated by the theme;

Thejury will award the score according to the fulfillment of this sub-criterion, as

follows: in full (20 points) / partially (10 points) / to a small extent (5 points) /
not at all (0 points).

between

0 -20

Each of the 3 sub-criteria of the Museographic Criterion (B) will be assessed by the members of
the jury by awarding points, according to the previous table.

Calculation Algorithm of the Museographic Criterion (B):

B x 40/ 100, where B = the sum of the scores awarded by the members of the jury to each

of the 3 sub-criteria.

C. HERITAGE CRITERJON: 10%
On a scale from 1 to 100, it rates the manner in which the solution highlights, by means

of contemporary architecture, the dialogue / relationship between the MNIEHR and the

protected area no. 16, a symbol street ofthe city, Calea Victoriei .

The score is established by taking into account the following sub-criteria:

Score

The project must find the dgh+ balance between the architectural elements

generated in time by history, in the area and the contemporary intervention which
is the subject ofthis competition;

The jury will award the score according to the fulfillment of the sub-criterton, as

follows: in full (60 points) / partially (30 points) / to a lesser extent (15 points) /
not at all (0 points).

between

0-60

The preservation of specific elements in terms of the location of the building in
the protected area no. 16 Calea Victoriei (fagades)

The jury will award the score accord.ing to the fulfillment of the sub-criterion, as

follows: in full (40 points) / partially (20 points) / to a small extent (10 points) /
not at all (0 points).

Between

0-40

Each of the 2 the sub-criteria of the Patrimonial Criterion (C) will be assessed by the members

ofthejury by awarding points, according to the previous table.

Algorithm for calculating the Heritage Criterion (C):

C x 10/100, where C = the sum ofthe scores awarded by the members ofthe jury to each

of the 2 sub-criteria.
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D. ECONOMIC CRITERION: 30%
On a scale from I to 100, it rates the extent to which the estimated cost list for design services

proves to be economically viable.

Algorithm for calculating the Economic Criterion (D):

l. The lowest price - 100 points

2. For the remaining eligible bids, the score will be calculated by using the following formula:

@) P p.te1n; = Price (min.) i Price (n) x 100, where:

@) P paceln): The score obtained by the evaluated eligible bid.

Price (min.): The lowest among the prices of the eligible bids.
Price (n): the price ofthe evaluated eligible bid.

Calculation Algorithm of the Price Criterion (D):

@) Ppricelnl x 30/100, where

D: score resulting from the implementation of the above-mentioned calculation formula.

3.11 Jurydeliberations

3.11.1 During the deliberations of the jury, the only additional persons allowed to be

present, without voting rights, are: the professional consultant of the contest or, as the case may

be, of co-opted experts, the chairperson ofthe Technical Commission that verified the projects;

and the secretariat of the jury.

3.11,2 The deliberations ofthejury will take place in English. The report ofthejury will
be written in English, and this version will be signed by the jury members at the end of
deliberations.

3,11.3 The jury must assess the submiued projects under the criteria implemented so as

to determine the winning project, indicated in this Regulation, in the Tender Book (Contest

Theme) and in the Contest participation announcement. They must establish a hierarchy, in the

order of the obtained scores, according to which they declare the winner of the contest. At the

end oftheir work, the jury must write the Judging Report on the deliberations ofthe jury which

will be submitted to the Organizer.

3.11.4 The members of the jury must draw up individual judging and grading notes,

which will be attached to the Report of the Jury.

3.11.5 After the members ofthejury have ended the deliberations and signed the Judging

Report, the secretary ofthejury will proceed to opening the sealed envelopes, in order to identiff
the authors ofthe judged projects, which will be recorded in an addendum ofthe Judging Report

to be submitted to the Organizer.

3.11.6 The contents of the sealed size A4 envelope, referred to at point 3.7.3., will be

verified by the jury secretariat of the contest after signing the Jury Report and ending the

anonymity. The lack of participation forms, filled in and signed in accordance with the

regulations, may be found by the jury secretariat and recorded in the addendum to the Jury
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Report

3.11.8 Should the penalties provided for at point 3.I 1.7 above be implemented, the final
ranking will be modified accordingly. The winner will be the contestant who obtained the next
highest score, as established by the jury, and who complied with the content provided in this

regulation.

3.12 Confidentiality

3.12.1No contestant has the right to contact any member ofthejury about the contest or
their project. The Organizer and secretariat may be contacted about the contest, only in writing.

3.12.2 lury members, the secretariat of the jury and invited consultants must keep the

confidentiality of the jury deliberations. Working meetings of the jury are not public. No other

person is allowed in the area where the jury is deliberating, except for those mentioned in art.

3.10.1. Except for the judges who are nominally announced at the begiming of the contest, all
persons admitted inside the venue ofthe jury deliberations or who will be involved in receiving

and verifuing the projects, will sign privacy statements and will also declare that they are not in

any conflict of interest, as far as the contest is concemed.

3.13 Jurv recommendations

3.13.1 As the final purpose ofthe competition is to designate the winning project, the jury
will record, in the Jury Report, the conclusions of the deliberations and their recommendations

for the development ofthe Technical Project.

3.14 Communication of results

3.14.1 The results will be made known to all participants and to the general public by the

Organizer, on the website of the contest.

3.14.2 The award announcement will be published on the

.ro/museumcom ition-20201 as well as on the www.e-licitatie.ro site, at the date mentioned

in the timeline of the contest.

3.14.3 Only the winning contestant, ranked 1", will be invited for negotiation, according

to the final ranking, the one who has met and proved the requirements set out in the DUAE.

site www.i nshr-
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3.11.7 The participation forms, financial bid and DUAE supporting documents will be

verified by the Evaluation Commission. The lack of participation forms, filled in and signed

according to the regulation, as well as not presenting the DUAE supporting documents, or the

non-fulfillment of the DUAE requirements, leads to disqualification, under GD no. 395/2016 in
the case of the winning project, and to the loss ofthis status.



3.15 Appeals

3.15.1 Possible appeals may refer to procedural aspects and may be submitted, under art.

2 and 4 of Law no. 10112016 on the award ofpublic procurement contracts, ofpublic works of
lease contracts and of service lease contracts, amended and supplemented, at the National

Council for Solving Appeals (Consiliul National de Solulionare a Contestaliilor), at the

following address: Str. Stawopoleos nr. 6, sector 3, Bucureqti, cod poqtal: 030084, e-mail:

office@cnsc.ro , telephone (4) 021.310.46.41, fax (4) 021.310.46.42, website www.cnsc.ro

3.16 Publication ofcontest results and displaying the projects

3. 16.1 The Organizers will publish the results of the contest on www.elicitatie.ro and on

website www.inshr-ew.ro/museumcomoetition-2020/, mentioning the authors.

3.16.2 The Organizer can later publish a virtual gallery of the projects that participated

in the Contest and / or a Contest album.

3.16.3 The management ofreceived projects is the task ofthe Organizer, as follows:

(1) projects rejected because of lack of compliance with the requirements referred to in

art.2.3.2 can be picked up by the authors, at their own expense, from the secretariat ofthe contest,

immediately aft er receiving the notification of rejection.

(2) The projects that were not purchased by the Organizer can be picked up by the

authors, at their own expense, no later than 90 days after the publication of the results.

4. USEOFTIIEPROJECTS

4.1. Ownership of the projects

4.1.1 The project to be declared winner after the contest will be acquired only ifpayments

have been made. Moral and patrimonial rights upon the project are subject to Law no. 8/1996 on

copyright and related rights, as amended and supplemented.

4.1.2 The submission of a project entails the acceptance, by the contestant, to give the

Organizer the right to publish the respective images in print or in digital format, with the mention

of the author's name, without any other agreement or payment.

4.1.3 Following the contest and the award of the public plocurement contract, the

development of the winning project will be performed together with the organizer. It can be

modified without affecting the architectural part.

4.1.4 The author of the winning project waives all patrimonial rights, in favor of the

Organizer, under the contract subsequently signed, according to art.42 ofLaw no. 8/1996, as

amended in 2018.

4.1.5 The Organizer ofthe contest assumes no responsibility for any infringement of the

copyright (possible case of plagiarism). The responsibility lies exclusively upon the person who

submitted the project.
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4.1.6 Contestants are required, by submifting the contest documentation in the sealed

envelope, together with the sheets, to agree in writing that the real identity ofthe author and / or
ofthe project team will be publicly disclosed, after ending the anonymity, when displaying or
publishing the projects.

4.2. Signing the contract for the technical project

4.2.3 The maximum estimated value of the contract to be awarded to the winner, after

the contest, is 4.030.145 lei, excluding VAT, for the following design missions:
. Documentation for the Approval of the Intervention Works, according to the provisions

ofGD no. 90712016
. Documentation needed for the Approval of the Intervention Works (D.A.L.L)
. The Technical Project (P.Th.) + D.T.A.C. Technical Documentation for the Construction

Permi! Technical Documentation for the Organization of the Work @.T.O.E.);
. Work Details (DE);
. Technical assistance provided by the designer during the development ofthe investment;

4.2.4

the contest.

The draft of the contract for design services is included in the documentation of

1. Certificates of absence of outstanding debts

regarding the payment of taxes, duties or

contributions to the state or local budget

1.2. Any clariffing documents, issued by the

competent authority of the country in which

they reside, proving that they have fulfilled
the obligations to pay taxes, duties and social

security contributions to the respective state

and local budgets, in accordance with the
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4.2.1 The jury's decision on the designated winner is binding upon the Organizer.

4.2.2 The author of a project retains the copyright of his / her work; no alteration or
modification will be brought to it without his / her formal agreement thereof. At the end of the

contest, the completion of the project is performed with the help of the Organizer and it can

therefore evolve, without affecting the architectural part.

4,2.5 In case the Organizer cannot sign a contract of design services with the winner,

for reasons beyond their control, the Organizer has the right to invite the contestants placed on

the following positions, to sigrr the contract, in the descending order set by the jury.

4.2,6 Contestants must meet the requirements regarding one's personal situation, the

capability to perform professional activities, one's economic and financial capability, as well as

one's technical and professional capability. The details ofthe documents to be submitted are also

found in the contest announcement. In this regard, the contestants will initially fil1 in the DUAE

and the procedure forms, after which the supporting documents that prove the statements written

in the DUAE and the forms, as they are mentioned in the contest announcement, will be required

from the contestant ranked first, aftet the competition.

2. Certificate of fiscal attestation regarding

taxes and fees, both local ones and those going



to the state budget legal provisions in force in the country of
residence.

3. Criminal record statement, supporting the

fact that the contestant was not convicted by a
final court decision for participating in
activities of a criminal organization, for
comrption, fraud and / or money laundering

and also a Fiscal Record

3. Foreign legal entities / natural persons will
submit clariffing documents issued by the

authorities of their country oforigin:
certiflcates, criminal record statement, tax
record statement or equivalent documents

proving that they have not been convicted, by
a final court decision, for participation in the

activities of a criminal organization, fot
comrption, fraud and / or money laundering

4. For foreign legal / natural persons:

Documents supporting a form of registration /
certification or professional membership, in
accordance with the provisions ofthe country

where the contestant is residing, in the

language in which they were issued,

accompanied by a certified translation thereof

into Romanian or English. The object ofthe
contract (i.e. design services) must

correspond to the frelds of activity presented

in the submitted documents.

5. Supporting documents (copy ofbalance sheets / other documents) on one's turnover for the

year 2019.

6. Supporting documents about the design ofat least one permanent exhibition or museum.

4.2.1 The winner of the contest (the contestant who ranked first, according to the final

ranking) will be invited to send the supporting documents as proof ofthe information included

in the DUAE, in order to veriff the compliance with the submitted information.

4.2.2 Tlte call for the negotiation is conditioned upon the compliance with the

information presented in the DUAE, following the verifications performed by the Organizer. The

organizer has the right to invite, in order to sign the contract, the contestants ranked in the

following places, in the descending order established by the jury, and who can prove the

information they wrote in the DUAE, by presenting documents, if the contestant ranked first,

according to the ranking ofthe jury, does not meet the qualification requirements.

5 PERSONALDATAPROCESSING

5.1 All participants in the contest are guaranteed their rights, under Regulation no. 6'19 I
2016 on data protection, for the protection of individuals in terms of processing personal data

and the free movement of such data, as well as under the Romanian legislation on commercial

communications, and the Organizer undertakes to meet all conditions set by the law, as

applicable to this Contest, for the protection ofthe participants' rights.
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4. Support certificate issued by the Trade

Registry Office, valid at the date of signing

the contract, in an original and a certified
copy.

The class of activity ofthe person that the

contract will be signed with must include

design services and must have a

corresponding NACE code.



6 LITIGATIONS

6.1 Ifpotential conflicts arise between the Organizer and the participants in the Contest,
they will be settled amicably. If they cannot be settled amicably, the parties will submit the
litigation to the competent courts of law in Romania, for settlement.

7 CONTESTCANCELLATION

7.1 The Contest may be canceled only in compliance with art. 212 of Law no. 98/2016
on public procurement or if less than three projects are registered in the contest.

8 CONTEST REGT'LATION

8.1 The contest regulation is part of the contest documentation and can be downloaded

from the sites www.elicitatie.ro and www.inshr-ew.ro/museumcompetition-2020/. By entering

this Contest, participants agree to comply with this Regulation. Any change to this Regulation

shall be communicated to the participants.
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